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1. TO THE

Key Points:

> The shifting inquiry has identified both in government's
revenue relative to its roles'and responsibilities and that shifting

a major role in this deficiency.

> At the of the shifting problem is the straightforward of
ensuring a more equitable distribution of all of
government,

> government must have to a 'tax transfer from the
Commonwealth in order to provide services and and

resources.

> The current of revenue' sharing,, the FAGs system, an
method of facilitating a tax transfer from the Commonwealth to

government that is sensitive to the variations in government
roles, responsibilities and profiles.

> The factor limiting the effectiveness of the FAGs is the
quantum of funds available. The most obvious of

this is to link the national quantum of FAGs to proportion of GST

1J Locajjwejnmentfi relations and cost

To the inquiry has identified both deficiencies in government's
to its roles and responsibilities and that shifting a

role in this deficiency. The inquiry has come to the clear that
government finances are improved, its contribution to the will

be significantly curtailed1.

Within the current structures of government, local government is to
a of and policy impediments to developing a and growing

The critical structural limitation is local government's
to funds.

A funding gap has in
This gap a significant on It is

this gap could, or should, be met from The gap
over a number of the

has by in it still to
$316.3m in 2001-02.

1 Speech by Mr David Hawker, MP and Chair of the cost shifting inquiry to LGPro conference in Victoria on 20
February 2003
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government's recurrent funding gap is the high of vertical
imbalance (VFI) between the Commonwealth, and government.
and local governments are heavily on tax transfers from the

Commonwealth in the form of general purpose and specific purposes payments. The
of VFi is most pronounced for local governments with at 2.4 the

of own source revenues.

...... |he= ....... Financ|aL=Chaileni

At the of the cost shifting inquiry is the straightforward issue of ensuring a more
distribution of taxation amongst all levels of government. In this context,

the Commonwealth has an obligation to provide a share of tax revenues to and
governments that reflects their expenditure responsibilities.

government must have to a tax transfer from the Commonwealth in
to provide adequate services and develop and regional resources. The

current of revenue sharing, the FAGs system, provides an
of facilitating a tax transfer from the Commonwealth to local government that

is to the variations in local government roles, and
profiles.

The single factor limiting the effectiveness of the FAGs is the
quantum of funds available. This is by the of an

appropriate growth mechanism to ensure the funding pool grows in line with
government's increasing for service provision and The
Commonwealth must both the quantum of funds available and for a

growth factor in the FAGs process. The most obvious way of doing this is to
link the quantum of FAGs to proportion of GST revenues.

There is a to develop a new intergovernmental
Commonwealth, and local governments that the of tax

from the Commonwealth to other levels of government and for a
growing, revenue stream for local government. This is not just an
for government but one that underpins the long-term of our
system,
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2. TO THE

la an (IGA) on
or all of the

a of the
of the to in

GST or GDP
to flte to

anomalies
of lite to

to councils
on an

flie wiability of
to

w/iere
of on

in
sniffing

on

MAV

The MAV that adjusting the to and
of the FAGs quantum is a that the

No has that the FAGs model not and to be
The fundamental is the of funds the

is to government's and not
growth in of funds. by the inquiry out
this

The MAV is of the view that a
policy is a major determinant on FAGs is a direct form of in the

of government. FAGs is a tax not be
to manipulation.

The Commonwealth include the national as
a in any of FAGs. Any that not this

on Victorian councils and be, in a for
the mid 1990s.

The is to the growing incompatibility a tax
and population driven for provision. At the

be a that council have a number of as a
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1b FAGs as a tax a

The MAV not support this option on the detail presented. We this
has limited capacity to take account of the differing local government

in There is a risk that "simplified distribution and formula" would
efficiency considerations.

Ic through a of to
government's in key

as etc

The MAV strongly this model. It the of
government funded on general competence and a

to flexibility.

There is a risk to government that the Commonwealth use a
to political priorities rather

lof to ibe as

MAV

The MAV strongly opposes this model. It ignores the clear importance of
on competence and would a

to local level flexibility.

There is a risk to local government that the Commonwealth would use such a
to political priorities rather than local government There

is the for local government to incur substantial administrative to
acquit such tied grants.
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1e for
as flte SES by DEST for the

MAV Response

It is difficult to the merits of this option on the The MAV
any move to use the SES formula for with

a of caution.

of the of such an approach might include:

> - such as and
> ability to for regional population - ie low

obligation;
> of consideration of council's position; and
> likely reduction in importance of efficiency in funding,

If ffie

The MAV not support delivering FAGS through the to Recovery model.
The methodology of the Roads to Recovery model is open to a of criticisms,
including of and the limited understanding of the origins of the
model.

The MAV see any justification for funding
functions on a for building and This is
unacceptable.
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in for the
financial

the of in
to its flie

for
flie to

on local

The MAV supports the inclusion of government in negotiations for the
intergovernmental agreement on finance. The MAV believes that the IGA should

full Commonwealth - State - local financial issues. The Commonwealth
should not require the to forgo a portion of their of the GST to
government.

It is difficult to see an IGA could do the of the
tax given the variations.

There is a issue of who would sign on behalf of government,
government should sign any IGA through the MAV rather

the ALGA

3 Through the
the on the

of

in
the of a

to
with

to pay
the of

for of
in

The MAV would support this option with the inclusion of Premiers or Treasurers in
to Local Government Ministers. The inclusion of either Premiers or

ensures that representatives with overall financial
in the process.

Victorian government would strongly support any moves nationally to
reform of government in other This option could drive
in other where conditions are right. The corollary is that other

(Victorian) councils would be penalised financially for already having undergone
and reform.
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a study into
in to:

fill the in current and a
on the of the

a of
but of

MAM

The MAV supports this option. Extensive and has
in Victoria into the of the funding the

for to funding to with the

The MAV would welcome a and positive the
Commonwealth national infrastructure including
to the infrastructure

5 lite In Ifs or as
a ofAusiink

Victorian government strongly supports the long-term of the to
as the primary funding for

§ 4s a rule,
a or

use of of
(or
the ROCs

The MAV not support this option, Victorian government that
programs must use councils as the most appropriate regional

The structural reforms of the mid 1990s have provided Victoria with a
of government authorities of a and to

Commonwealth directly.

The MAV there is a to around regional
groupings for and/or Government undercutting the
many groupings of councils that to pursue

- ie councils and TimberTowns.
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7 Through the Local Gowernment Planning Council;
an IGA on principles for the

transfer of functions and
the Commonwealth to as

as the imposition of new
in

in to
planning

The MAV would support this option with the inclusion of Premiers or in
to Government Ministers, The inclusion of either Premiers or

Treasurers that with overall financial responsibilities
in the

imbalance as functions devolved to government have
not by sufficient funding support. There must be commitment
from all of government to current funding for functions and existing
viability considering an expansion of responsibilities.

To this option Ignores the inherent of
government to provide for their local communities has the to
further shifting opportunities.

8 is a to a
to ail SPP in

it has significant the
as a model.

MAVResponse

The MAV supports this option. However, is a to ensure it not
to programs. The inclusion of

local government in SPP negotiations should not be at the of existing
and local government.

At this it is difficult to use Auslink as a is no
understanding of just how Auslink will function.
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Use a top of FAGs to fund a
along the of UK's

Dewelopment Agency (IDeA)
the building for

councils of
wishing to for the of

programs

The MAV the notion of a greater commitment to building but not at
the of the quantum of FAGs available to councils. Funding for capacity
building is a issue to a Commonwealth - government tax
transfer.

In this proposal could be seen as cost shifting as the Commonwealth
to government to use its own FAGs for developmental purposes.

Up until 1996-97 the Commonwealth had provided funds for this type of work through
such as the Local Government Development Program and the

Government Incentive Program.
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